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Abstract—In this paper we provide a useful tool to the
web site owner for enhancing her/his marketing strategies and
rise as consequence the click rates on her/his web site. Our
approach addresses the following research questions: which
users are important for the web community? Which users have
similar interests? How similar are the interests of the users of
the web community? How is this specific community structured? We present a framework for building and analyzing
weighted similarity graphs, e.g., for a social web community.
For that, we provide measurements for user equality and user
similarity. Furthermore, we introduce different graph types for
analyzing profiles of web community users. We present two new
algorithms for finding important users of a community.
Keywords-Computer aided analysis; World Wide Web; Data
analysis; Graph theory;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, web-based user communities enjoy great popularity. Facebook1 has more than 900 million members and
even the relatively new Google+2 about 170 million. In this
highly competitive environment, it is crucial for web site
owners to understand and satisfy their web community.
Previous research discovered community structures in
these networks, but focused only on the pure friendship
structure of these communities [1]. In this paper, we present
a tool for building and mining similarity graphs. These similarity graphs are built from the interest profiles of the users
of a web community. We use the Gugubarra framework [2],
[3], developed by DBIS at the Goethe-University Frankfurt,
to build interest profiles of web users.
In Gugubarra each user profile is stored as a vector that
presents the supposed interests of a user um related to a
topic Ti at time tn . Each vector row contains the calculated
interest value of the user for a given topic. The values of
the interest are between 0 and 1, while 1 indicates high
interest and 0 indicates no interest for a topic (see Figure 1).
Gugubarra generates for each registered user several profiles:
A Feedback Profile, (FP), which stores the data explicitly
given by a user. For that, we ask the users from time to time
about their interests in respect to a set of predefined topics.
1 https://www.facebook.com/
2 https://plus.google.com/
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A Non-Obvious Profile, (NOP), which stores behavioral
data not explicitly given by the user, but automatically
created by analyzing the user behavior on the web site. The
behavioral data stored in the NOP indicates, for example,
which pages a user has visited, and which actions she/he
has performed on that web page. Most of this information
is extracted out of the web server log, but Gugubarra has
refined the common click-stream analysis [4], [5], by extending it with new concepts, namely: zones, topics, actions, and
weights [3], [6].
In [7], we introduced the Relevance Profile (RP). An RP
is calculated by integrating the two available profiles for the
user, the NOP and the FP. The benefit of the RP is that it
integrates both, calculated data as well as explicit feedback
of the user, in a flexible way into one single user profile.
Figure 1 shows an example of an RP, where we calculated
the data of a user um at time tn , based on her/his behavior
and explicit feedback, showing a supposed low interest in
topic T1 (0.3), high interest in topic T2 (1.0), and no interest
in topic T3 (0.0).


RPum ,tn
Figure 1.


0.3
← T1
=  1.0  ← T2
0.0
← T3

Relevance Profile of user um for three topic T1 , T2 , T3 .

In what follows, we assume that users are aware and have
granted permission that implicit data is collected and kept
in their profile for them.
To measure the similarity of the users we are using different techniques from graph theory. First, we will introduce
the similarity threshold that helps the web site owner in
building the graphs of her/his community. Second, we will
provide several algorithms to find important users in the
similarity graph. There exists not only one valid definition
for importance of users because it depends–as always–on the
point of view. For this reason, we provide nine algorithms
to discover the importance of users. Two of these algorithms
are new designed in respect to the needs of similarity graphs.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
recalls the basic concepts that will be used in the rest of
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the paper. In Section III, we define the similarity of users.
Section IV presents the main contribution of this paper, our
analysis tool for building and mining similarity graphs. In
Section V we use our analysis tool with a real usage dataset.
Section VI presents the conclusions of this work.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
In this section we introduce basic concepts from literature
that are used in our framework.
A. Similarity measurement
Due to the fact that the RP contains all information about
the interests of the users, we want to use it to compute the
similarity between the interests of all users. First we have
to definite the equality of users:
Two users ui and uj are equal in respect to a topic Tr
of a web site at time tn if the interest values of Tr of their
RPs are equal:
RPui ,tn (Tr ) = RPuj ,tn (Tr ) where i 6= j.

(1)

To compare users we need a measurement for similarity.
Similarity measurements are very common in the research
field of data mining. For example, documents are often
represented as feature vectors [8], which contain the most
significant characteristics like the frequency of important
keywords or topics. To compute the similarity of documents,
the feature vectors are compared with the help of distance
measurements: the smaller the distance the more similar the
documents are.
Gugubarra interest profiles, i.e., the RP, can be considered
as feature vectors of the users, too. They contain the most
significant characteristics of our users, e.g., the interests in
different topics of a web site. Therefore we can use the
similarity measurements of data mining theory to compute
similarity between the members of our community.
An important requirement on the similarity measurement
algorithm is its performance, because a web community
can cover lots of users. Consequently we have to choose a
similarity measurement with a high performance so that the
analysis program will scale with the high number of users.
Aggarwal et al. proved in [9] that the Manhattan Distance,
also known as City Block Distance or Taxicab Geometry, is
very well suited for high dimensional data. We shared in [6]
that web sites may have up to 100 topics. Thus, we have
to deal with very high dimensional feature vectors, i.e., one
dimension per topic.
The Manhattan Distance (L1 -norm) [10] is defined as
follows:
dManhattan (a, b) =

X

|ai − bi |

i

with a = RPum ,tn , b = RPur ,tn and m 6= r.
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B. Graph Theory
Leonhard Euler founded the graph theory with the Seven
Bridges of Königsberg problem [11]. In this section, we
present the basic definitions of graph theory that are necessary for our tasks.
A graph G [12] is a tuple (V (G), E(G)). V (G) is a set
of vertices of the graph and E(G) is the set of edges which
connects the vertices3 .
A graph G can be represented [14] by an adjacency matrix
A = A(G) = (aij ). This n × n matrix, n is the sum of the
vertices of G, is defined as follows:


aij =

1
0

if {v, w} ∈ E(G)
with v, w ∈ V (G)
otherwise.

(3)

In a simple graph an edge connects always two vertices
[15]. This means that E(G) consists of unordered pairs
{v, w} with v, w ∈ V (G) and v 6= w [12]. In a social
network vertices could represent the members of this network and the edges could stand for the friendship relation
between these vertices–so friends are connected together.
Every pair of distinct vertices of a complete graph [12]
are connected together.
The connections between edges can be directed or undirected. In a directed graph the edges are an ordered pair of
vertices v, w and can only be traversed in the direction of its
connection. This means that a simple graph is undirected.
This feature is very useful, e.g., to model the news feed
subscriptions of a user in a social network, a one-way
friendship.
A loop is a connection from a vertex to itself [14]. A loop
is not an edge.
Labeled vertices make graphs more comprehensible. Vertices can be labeled with identifiers, e.g., in the social
network graph with the names of the users.
In the same way edges can be labeled to denote the kind
of connection. In the social network graph example, the
label could represent the kind of relation between users, e.g.,
friend or relative.
With weighted graphs, the strength of the connection
between the single vertices can be modeled. Every edge has
an assigned weight. In a social network the weight could be
used to display the degree or importance of the relationship
of the users. A weighted graph can also be represented by
an adjacency matrix (see Definition 3 above) where aij is
the weight of the connection of {v, w}. See Example 4 for
an adjacency matrix of a similarity graph of five users:

(2)
3 Sometimes it is postulated [12] that V (G) and E(G) has to be finite
but there exists also definitions about infinite graphs [13]. However, the
number of web site users should be finite.
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0.00
 1.28

A=
 1.19
 2.79
1.18

1.28
0.00
1.63
2.83
1.90

1.19
1.63
0.00
2.50
1.35

2.79
2.83
2.50
0.00
2.85

1.18
1.90
1.35
2.85
0.00








(4)

Every number represents the weight of the edges between
two vertices, e.g., a2,4 = 2.83 represents the edge weight
of the two vertices with the numbers 2 and 4. The diagonal
of this matrix is 0.00 because the graph has no loops. In an
undirected graph the adjacency matrix is symmetric.
A vertex w is a neighbor of vertex v if both are connected
via the same edge. The neighborhood of v consists of all
neighbors of v. In a social network a direct friend is a
neighbor and all direct friends are the neighborhood.
A path [16] through a graph G is a sequence of edges
∈ E(G) from a starting vertex v ∈ V (G) to an end vertex
w ∈ V (G). If there exists a path form vertex v to w both
vertices are connected. The number of edges on this path is
called length of the path and the distance between v and w is
the length of the shortest path between these two vertices.
A path with the same start and end point is called cycle.
Two vertices v and w are reachable from each other if there
exists a path with the start point v and the end point w. If all
vertices are reachable from every vertex the graph is called
connected.
G0 is a subgraph [14] of G if V (G0 ) ⊂ V (G) and
E(G0 ) ⊂ E(G). G is than the supergraph of G0 with
G0 ⊂ G.
A community in a graph is a cluster of vertices. The
vertices of a community are dense connected.
C. Importance
There exist many algorithms to measure the importance of
a vertex in graph. We introduce seven of the most common
algorithms:
Sergin Brin and Lawrence Page [17] used their PageRank
algorithm to rank web pages with the link graph of their
search engine Google4 by importance. This algorithm is
scalable on big data sets (i.e., search engine indices). Usually
the PageRank algorithm is for unweighted graphs. But there
exists also implementations for weighted graphs [18]. Pujol
et al. [19] developed an algorithm to calculate the reputation
of users in a social network. The results of the comparison of
their algorithm with the PageRank show that the PageRank
is also well suited for reputation calculation, i.e., importance
calculation.
The Jaccard similarity coefficient [20] of two vertices is
the number of common neighbors divided by the number
of vertices that are neighbors of at least one of the two
4 https://www.google.com/
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vertices being considered [21]. Here the pairwise similarity
of all vertices is calculated.
The Dice similarity coefficient [21] of two vertices is twice
the number of common neighbors divided by the sum of the
degrees of the vertices. Here the pairwise similarity of all
vertices is calculated.
Nearest neighbors degree calculates the nearest neighbor
degree for all vertices. In [22] Barrat et al. define a nearest
neighbor degree algorithm for weighted graphs.
Closeness centrality [23] measures how many steps are
required to access every other vertex from a given vertex.
Hub score [24] is defined [21] as the eigenvector of AAT
where A is the adjacencies matrix and AT the transposed
adjacencies matrix of the graph.
Eigenvector centrality [25] [21] correspond to the values
of the first eigenvector of the adjacency matrix. Vertices with
high eigenvector centralities are those which are connected
to many other vertices which are, in turn, connected to many
others.
III. U SER S IMILARITY
In Gugubarra, the RP provides the most significant information about a user which is calculated from all implicit
and explicit feedback profiles. To calculate user similarity
we take the RP interest value of every topic of each user
and calculate the Manhattan Distance between all users of
the web community as illustrated in the following example:
Lets assume we have a web site with three topics T1 , T2 ,
and T3 . This web site has two registered users u1 and u2 .
The RPs of the two users were calculated at time t1 :



0.6
1.0
=  0.5  , RPu2 ,t1 =  0.8 
0.2
0.0


RPu1 ,t1

(5)

The Manhattan Distance is calculated as follows:
dManhattan (RPu1 ,t1 , RPu2 ,t1 ) =

(6)

= |1.0 − 0.6| + |0.5 − 0.8| + |0.0 − 0.2| = 0.9
where 0.9 is the distance of the interests of the both users,
i.e., the similarity.
Therefore, our focus is on a large group of users (i.e.,
the whole web community) and not only on a single user
or on a single topic. The following sections should clarify
research questions such as:
• Which users are important for the web community?
• Which users have similar interests?
• How similar are the interests of the users of the
community?
• How is this specific community structured?
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127

By answering these questions we want to give the web site
owner a useful tool to enhance her/his marketing strategies
and rise as consequence the click rates of her/his portal.

1.572
111
1.35

IV. A NALYSIS OF S IMILARITY G RAPHS
We developed a new tool for building and analyzing
similarity graphs. We integrated several algorithms from
different research areas for the analysis of the graphs. This
tool is written in R5 . R is an open source project with a huge
developer community. The archetype of R is the statistic
programing language S6 and the functional programming
language Scheme7 . R has a big variety of libraries with many
different functions for statistical analytics. For graph analysis
R provides two common libraries: the Rgraphviz8 and the
igraph9 library. We are using the later for our implementation
because it provides more graph analytics algorithm10 [26]
and it is better applicable for large graphs. The igraph library
is also available for other programming languages (e.g., C,
Python).
Our graph analytics tool follows a two phases work
flow. In the first phase the similarity graph is built and in
the second the built graph can be analyzed with different
algorithms. The next paragraphs describe the work flow in
more detail.
A. Building Similarity Graphs
In the first work flow phase, the similarity graph of RPs
of the users of the web community has to be build. We use
an undirected, vertices and edges labeled, weighted graph
without loop to build a model for the similarity of the
web community users. The weighted edges represent the
similarity between the vertices which stand for the users.
The edges are labeled with the similarity value, that is the
Manhattan Distance between the RPs of the users. The labels
of the vertices are the user IDs. We use an undirected graph
because the similarity of two users can be interpreted in both
directions. Figure 2 and 3 show examples of a similarity
graph. As mentioned before, in the research field of social
networks graph analysis is used to detect social structures
between the users, like in [27]. These graphs represent the
friend relationship of the users and is in comparison to
our work different. We use weighted graphs to embody the
similarity of users where the edge weights represent the
similarity between the interests of the users. So we are not
able to use the graph analytics algorithm tools from the
social network analysis.
In our tool, the web site owner can chose different
alternatives to build a similarity graph for the analysis. The

1.23

html
9 http://igraph.sourceforge.net/
10 http://igraph.sourceforge.net/doc/html/index.html
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0.8721.219
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1.4761.215
1.554
130 1.014 67
1.385
1.445
1.528 1.431
129

0.785

110

1.204

1.313

1.551
138
1.05
1.119

137

1.056

1.29

1.017
0.357
1.512

1.263

1.4111.367

1.129
1.447
115

87
0.743
0.456
1.118
0.659
0.654
1.2660.649 0.911
133
0.482
113
0.924 1.186
1.55 1.277
1.074
0.592
0.799
0.331
132
117 0.275

Figure 2.

Smallest connection graph.

vertices of the graph (the users) are connected via edges
that represent the similarity. It is possible to connect every
user to all other users so that a complete graph represents
the similarity between all users. This graph is huge and not
easy to understand. To reduce the complexity of this graph
we introduce a similarity threshold. This threshold defines
how similar the users must be to be connected together. Only
users are connected via vertices whose Manhattan Distance
of their RPs is smaller (remember: the smaller the distance
the more similar users are) than the chosen threshold. Our
analysis tool provides several predefined options to build
different graphs with different thresholds. All these graphs
are subgraphs of the complete similarity graph of the whole
web community:
•

•

5 http://www.r-project.org/

8 http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/Rgraphviz.

0.518
1.325
0.876
136 1.188

135

6 http://stat.bell-labs.com/S/
7 http://www.r6rs.org/

95

0.975

•

Smallest connected graph: with this option the threshold increases until every user has at least one connection to another user. In Figure 2, user no. 127 was added
last to the graph and has a Manhattan Distance of 1.572.
Accordingly all connected vertices have a similarity
smaller or equal to 1.572. The result is one connected
graph.
Closest neighbor graphs: here users are only connected with their most similar neighbors. Every vertex
has at least one edge to another vertex. If there exist more most similar neighbors with the same edge
weight, the vertex is connected to all of them. This
can result in many independent graphs as displayed in
Figure 3. The difference to the nearest neighbor algorithm is that the nearest neighbor algorithm calculates
a path through an existing graph by choosing always
the nearest neighbor of the actual vertex.
Minimum spanning tree [28]: is a subgraph where
all users are connected together with the most similar
users. In contrast to the “closest neighbor graph” we
have one connected graph.
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Figure 3.

•

0.275

132

Closest neighbor graphs.

Threshold graph: at last the web site owner can chose
a similarity threshold on her/his own. To simplify the
choice, the tool suggests two thresholds to the owner:
a minimum threshold and a maximum threshold. With
the minimum threshold only the most similar users are
connected together and with the maximum threshold
all users are connected together with every user. So
the owner can chose a value between the suggested
thresholds to get meaningful results.

B. Similarity Graph Mining Algorithms
In the second work flow phase the web site owner can
analyze the graph, generated in the first phase of the work
flow, with different algorithms. The aim here is to detect the
important users in the graph.
What is an important user? There exists not only one
valid definition because it depends–as always–on the point
of view. In social networks, e.g., the importance of users
often stands for their reputation. The reputation of a user
can be measured, e.g., by its number of connectors to other
users. Therefore a connector in social networks has another
meaning, i.e., the friendship, like in our similarity graphs,
we can not use this definition of user importance.
In a social graph a user could be important if she/he is
central in respect to the graph. Centrality means that from
this very user all other users should be not far away–it
should be the nearest neighbor. These highly connected users
are often referred as Hubs or Authorities [24]. Hubs have
many outgoing edges while Authorities have many incoming
edges.
In a weighted similarity graph high importance could
mean that this user is the most similar to other users–she/he
should have many edges to other vertices and the edges
weights should be as low as possible.
Accordingly, we provide nine algorithms to discover the
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importance of users. Therefore the importance is defined by
the used algorithm which are explained below.
• PageRank: The vertex with the highest “PageRank” is
the most important user.
• Jaccard similarity coefficient: We interpret the most
similar vertex as the most important user.
• Dice similarity coefficient: Like above we interpret the
most similar vertex as the most important user.
• Nearest neighbors degree: If a vertex has many neighbors it can be considered as important.
• Closeness centrality: Vertices with a low closeness
centrality value are important.
• Hub score: Vertices with a high score are named hubs
and should be important.
• Eigenvector centrality: Vertices with a high eigenvector centrality score are considered as important users.
As these seven algorithms above are not extra designed to
find the important vertices, i.e., users, in similarity graphs
of user interests, we developed two new algorithms:
• Weighted degree: This simple algorithm choses the
vertex with the most connections. Vertices with many
connections are important users because they are similar to other user. Actually they are connected with
other users cause of their similarity. If there are vertices
with the same number of connections it takes the
vertex with the lowest edge weights. Therefore the
most unimportant vertex has fewer connections to other
vertices and the highest edge weights.
• Range centrality: The idea behind this algorithm is
that a user is important who has many connections in
comparison with the other users of the graph, short
distance to her/his neighbors, and low edge weights.
The range centrality is defined as follows:
Cr =

range2
aspl + aspw

(7)

The range is the fraction of the number of users that
are reachable from the analyzed vertex and of all users
of the graph. We take the square of the range because
we consider a user as very important that is connected
with many other users:
range =

#reachable user
#all user

(8)

The average shortest path length (aspl) is the average
length of all shortest paths divide by the number of all
shortest paths. The shortest paths are calculated with
the analyzed vertex as starting point:
aspl =

average shortest paths length
#shortest paths

(9)
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Table I
E VALUATION R ESULTS : ID S OF THE USERS WITH MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM IMPORTANCE OF EVERY GRAPH TYPE ( ROWS ) FOR DIFFERENT
ALGORITHMS ( COLUMNS ).

SCG

CNG

MST

CG

Page

Nearest

Rank

N.D.

Dice S.C.

Jaccard S.C.

Max

220

222

241

232

Min

104

138

104

104

Max

220

169

79,80,121,200

79,80,121,200

Min

68

67,127,. . .

67,127,. . .

67,127,. . .

Max

213

169

200

68,80,121

Min

104

170

112,126,166

112,126,166

Max

213

213

all

Min

104

104

all

Hub

Eigen-

Score

vector C.

93,220

93

64

104

87, 213

66

67,127,. . .

100,246

156

261

189

189

all

all

all

all

With the average shortest path weight (aspw) we take
into account that the weight of the connected vertices
should be very low, i.e., the vertices should be very
similar. It’s the fraction of the sum of all shortest paths
weights and of the number of all shortest paths:
aspw =

sum of all shortest paths weights
(10)
#shortest paths

In the next section we will use our analysis tool with
real usage data and compare our new algorithms with the
established ones.
V. E VALUATION
A. Material and Methods
To evaluate our algorithms, we use the real usage data
from our institute web site11 , i.e., the users’ session log files
of the site community. We observed 191 registered users
over two years. For each user an RP is calculated. Next,
we use our analytics tool to build similarity graphs from the
RPs of the users and calculate for every graph type the most
important and the most unimportant user.
B. Results
Table I displays the results of our calculations. The rows
present the different graph types: SCG stands for Smallest
Connection Graph, CNG for Closest Neighbor Graph, MST
for Minimum Spanning Tree, and CG for Complete Graph.
For every graph type, the user with maximum and minimum
importance is displayed. Every column presents one importance algorithm. We can observe the following fact in the
dataset in respect to our algorithms, the weighted degree and
the rang centrality:
11 http://www.dbis.cs.uni-frankfurt.de/
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Closeness C.

Weighted D.

Range C.

106

93

220

104

104

104

204

66

87,213

244

104

67,127

129

66

156

88

104

189

all

104

213

213

all

241

79

104

In the SCG, the range centrality calculates the same un/important users like the PageRank and eigenvector closeness, the weighted degree algorithm like the hub score. The
majority of algorithms calculate the same unimportant user,
only the nearest neighbor degree and closeness centrality
differs.
In the CNG, the range centrality and the closeness centrality calculates the same two important users. But the
unimportant users are different. The results of the weighted
degree for the important user are like the hub score, but the
unimportant user is different.
In the MST, the results of the range centrality equals the
closeness centrality, while the weighted degree calculates the
same unimportant user as the PageRank.
In the CG, user no. 213 is the most important user for
both, the weighted degree and the range centrality. The
PageRank and the nearest neighbor degree have the same
result, only the eigenvector centrality differs. The user no.
104 is the most unimportant user for the rang centrality, the
PageRank, and the nearest neighbor degree. The Dice similarity coefficient, Jaccard similarity coefficient, closeness
centrality, and hub score are not able to find an un-/important
user in the complete graph, because these algorithm do not
include the edge weights into their calculation.
C. Discussion
Since there is no objective measurement for importance,
we compare established algorithm with our approach. Every
algorithm calculates importance in a different way, because
every algorithm author has another definition of importance.
Most of the algorithms are not designed for similarity or
even weighted graphs. Therefore a comparison is not easy.
The weighted degree algorithm firstly focuses on the
number of connected neighbors and secondly on the weights
of the connected edges. The results of the weighted degree
algorithm are very different from the results of the other
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algorithm, only the hub score seems to be comparable. In
contrast to the hub score the weighted degree algorithm is
able to find an important user in a complete graph because
it considers the edge weights of the connections (if there are
users with the same number of connections which is alway
the case in a complete graph).
Similarly, the range centrality focuses on the number of
connections, but also on the reachability of the user and the
path length. In other words, it considers the whole graph.
In comparison to the other algorithms the range centrality is
very similar to the closeness centrality but the results differs
at the complete graph. Here, our range centrality algorithm
calculates important and unimportant users, which is similar
to the PageRank algorithm, but the closeness centrality can
not calculate any similarity. This is an advantage of our
algorithm.
In summary, we think that our new algorithms are a good
alternative for finding important users in similarity graphs.
VI. C ONCLUSION
With the results of graph analysis we are now able to
answer the research questions of Section III:
• Which are the important users of the web community?
We provide several algorithms (see Section II-C) to
calculate the important user(s) of the community. The
definition of importance is dependent from the used
algorithm. For example, vertices with many low weight
connections can be considered as the important users
of the community. These users are very similar to the
other users, expressed by the low edge weight.
• Which users have similar interests?
All users are connected via weighted edges. Users with
similar interests have connections with low weights.
The web site owner can also define which users are
connected together by selecting a similarity threshold
(see work flow phase one, Section IV-A). As result only
similar users are connected via edges.
• How similar are the interests of the users of the
community?
The lower the weight of the edges the more similar are
the users of the community. We give the web site owner
the possibility to set thresholds to identify quickly the
similarity of her/his community (see Section IV-A).
• How is the community structured? Is it a homogeneous
community where every user has similar interests or is
it heterogeneous?
The visualized graph of the community will give the
web site owner an overview over the structure of the
whole community of her/his web portal.
With answers to these questions, a web site owner is now
able to start more focused marketing campaigns. To test new
contents or features for her/his web site she/he could start
with the most similar users, these users can be considered
as an archetype for her/his community.
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